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Abstract

Problems of conventional evaluation models can be understood as an impoverished ‘conversation’ between realities (of non-linearity, indeterminate attributes, and ever-changing context), and models of evaluating such realities. Meanwhile, ideas of systems thinking and complexity science – grouped here under the acronym STCS – struggle to gain currency in the big ‘E’ world of institutionalised evaluation. Four evaluation practitioners familiar with evaluation tools associated with STCS offer perspectives on issues regarding mainstream uptake of STCS in the big ‘E’ world. The perspectives collectively suggest three features of practicing systemic evaluation: (i) developing value in conversing between bounded values (evaluations) and unbounded reality (evaluand), with humility; (ii) developing response-ability with evaluand stakeholders based on reflexivity, with empathy; and (iii) developing adaptive rather than mere contingent usefulness of STCS ‘tools’ as part of evaluation praxis, with inevitable fallibility and an orientation towards bricolage (adaptive use). The features hint towards systemic evaluation as core to a reconfigured notion of developmental evaluation.
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Introduction (Martin Reynolds)

Following the United Nations launch in September 2015 of the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) and 169 targets, attention is now anticipated towards evaluating the implementation of SDGs in the ensuing 15 years. Such evaluation might in large part be regarded as big ‘E’ evaluation – institutionalised demands from, and services to, policy makers, funders and commissioners, for formalised evaluations of projects, programs, policies and/or other interventions associated broadly with governance of the Anthropocene. Small ‘e’ evaluation, in contrast, comprise the multitude of human endeavours (including professional practices) engaged with in pursuit of making and developing value judgements. In the formal field of evaluation, evaluation involves making judgements of merit, worth and/or significance (Scriven, 1995). There have developed a range of models/methods/techniques/approaches for bridging the gap between the small ‘e’ world of making value judgements and the big ‘E’ world of needing formalised evaluations. Amongst others, these include the
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logical framework approach (LFA) or ‘logframes’ (Sartorius, 1991), experimental design (cf. Bonell et al., 2006), programme theory evaluation (Rogers et al., 2000), theories of change (Weiss, 1995), realist evaluation (Pawson and Tilly, 1997), systems based approaches (Williams and Iraj, 2007), and complexity approaches (Forss et al., 2011).

Leading up to the 2015 ‘International Year of Evaluation’\(^1\) the notion of ‘systemic failure’ has gained prominence in the media and political discourse in the big ‘E’ world of governance in the Anthropocene; failure in food security - along with water, energy, environmental, personal/ national/ global – security. Failures are increasingly regarded as systemic though often with little appreciation of what this means outside of it being some other-worldly event. One intuitive notion is that if systems create failure, the fix is to have better monitoring and evaluation of such systems. Typically though, interventions, including evaluation of interventions, are regarded in the big ‘E’ world as systems based on a simple input-output model (Fig. 1).


Some little ‘e’ methods and techniques have accordingly found more favour than others in the big ‘E’ world. The logical framework approach, for example, conventionally assumes linearity in evaluating outcomes, with little attention to potential feedback effects. Similarly, randomised control trials (RCTs) associated with experimental design, assumes relatively simple causal attribution as the dominant means of making value judgements.

From a small ‘e’ world perspective of systems thinking and complexity science (STCS), three issues can be summarised in using conventional input-output models for evaluating complex situations. Firstly, as complexity science increasingly testifies, the situation being evaluated is always non-linear – comprising multiple feedback loops (De Haan, 2006; Marra, 2011). Secondly, the causal attribution assumed in the model masks the presence of an attributor; an individual or team of agents (evaluators, policy makers, project managers, sponsors) responsible for selecting causal factors and then attributing causality. Given the infinite interconnectedness of reality being evaluated, an ‘evaluator’ has an inevitably partial position as an attributor in attributing causality. Attributing an outcome to some causal factor is a cornerstone of traditional impact measurement. In complex situations with many actors as well as many factors such attribution can be very problematic (Duignan and Casswell, 1989; Forss et al., 2011). Other attributes and attributions may be valid from other perspectives. Thirdly, an intervention – whether

\(^1\) Declared in 2013 by EvalPartners, the global movement to strengthen national evaluation capacities.
an intervention being evaluated or an evaluation itself – is a real-world activity subject to ongoing change with uncertain effects. Reality does not stand still. In accordance with laws of requisite variety (cf. Ashby, 1958) good (bounded) models of evaluation need to somehow reflect, accommodate, and adapt to such ongoing change. Using rigid input-output models for evaluation tend by definition not to be adaptive.

This impoverished disjunction between the real (‘factual’) world of complicatedness, complexity and conflict, and the human (anthropogenic) world of making value judgements, presents a number of challenges particularly amongst practitioners equipped in the small ‘e’ world of STCS. Such challenges might be regarded in terms of an impoverished ‘conversation’ amongst small ‘e’ practitioners to more appropriately serve the big ‘E’ world of governance in the Anthropocene.

This paper provides an invitation to STCS practitioners for an enhanced conversation on evaluation. Four perspectives on the three challenges regarding issues of conventional evaluation practice noted above are offered from practising STCS evaluators. First, regarding complexity of situations being evaluated, Mita Marra focuses on the role and implications of complexity theory in surfacing non-linearity. Second, Bob Williams looks at the attribution of value and issues of demarcating an evaluand into boundaries of simple, complicated and complex. Addressing the third challenge, Richard Hummelbrunner and Emily Gates consider different systems methods for dealing with changing situations. Richard invites the use of three core systems concepts - inter-relationships, perspectives, and boundaries – as a generic means of grappling with complex evaluands. Emily explores the use of systems ideas for dealing with change resulting from interventions, and particularly change effecting marginalisation of interests. The four ‘voices’ are kept separate in the narrative below since they do not assume a ‘shared’ or agreed positioning, but rather provide hints towards some shared principles of systemic evaluation.

**Impact evaluation and complexity theory**

(Mita Marra)

Departing from the positivist paradigm, whereby causally attributing impact relies upon randomized control trials or counterfactual analyses, the contribution of complexity to impact evaluation is manifest in three areas: (i) reconstructing program theories — including program activities, outcomes, and contextual factors affecting the extent to which program activities generate desired results (Funnell and Rogers, 2011); (ii) analyzing the evolving interactions between programs and contexts (Pawson and Tilly, 1997), and (iii) exploring change at different units of analysis as a unique or an unexpected phenomenon, which cannot be predicted from the sum of its parts (De Haan, 2006).

Through a complexity framework, evaluators can understand how, why and to what extent policies need to adapt to the environment and stakeholders’ perceptions. Diverse agents learn, self-organize, and co-evolve with their environment. Order and progress can emerge naturally from social interactions and they need not be imposed centrally or from outside. Reconstructing a program theory of change needs then to rely on local cultural attitudes to understand how the intervention can work around them and modify those attitudes over time. Several evaluation approaches drawing on
ideas of complexity have been found helpful, including: ‘utilization-focused
evaluation’ (Patton, 2008); ‘fourth generation evaluation’ (Guba and Lincoln, 1994);
‘empowerment evaluation’ (Fetterman et al., 1996); ‘goal free evaluation’ (Scriven,
1995); participatory, transformative or culturally inclusive assessment (Mertens,
2008); social experiments (Carpenter, 2005); and ethnographic accounts (Knapp,
1979); developmental evaluation (Patton, 2011).

A complex adaptive approach adds to evaluation the understanding that any
intervention will always be locked into different social, economic, political and
institutional systems and evaluators need to delve into those systems to examine how
they facilitate or undercut different chains of causation (cf. Forss and Marra, 2014;
Reynolds, 2015). Adaptation helps evaluators reconstruct a program theory of change
from understanding that resources are not the final constraint nor is optimal allocation
known in advance. Rather, resources are often hidden or not yet developed and thus
need nurturing (Hirschman, 1967).

From a complex adaptive system perspective, causality is generative and dynamic
with multiple and nonlinear causation linking interventions with their environment.
Multiple program theories can then be developed with the help of evaluators
responding to emergent outcomes. Such circumstances require less well-defined
methods for evaluators to detect self-organizing patterns involving actors coordinating
with each other. Self-organization arises from local circumstances (Stacey, 2005)
since the ways people interrelate are influenced by how they find it most effective to
complete tasks, given locally available resources and contexts. Patterns of self-
organization are powerful because they are rooted in what is required to accomplish
tasks on the ground (Lanham et al., 2013). Evaluators need to acknowledge the limits
of imposed structures such as implementation designs, project plans, and formal
organizational hierarchies. Even in the face of formal rules, procedures, and structures
designed to control, self-organization will continue based on needs that exist but that
might not be recognized at higher levels of a system.

Relatedly, the notion of embeddedness stresses the role of personal relations and
‘networks’ of such relations in generating trust and discouraging opportunistic
behavior. Embeddedness highlights how frequently actors interact, what previous
experiences of interaction have led to, and whether there might be rivalries among
actors that could reduce trust. In this perspective, ‘participatory’ evaluation methods
of data collection and action-reflection processes can have a transformative power.
By making beneficiaries and other stakeholders actively express their voice,
evaluators facilitate the sharing of collective interpretations, which may generate
potentially strong drivers of change (Marra, 2015).

Programs generally not only work to change behavior but they may also change the
conditions that make programs work in the first place. The phenomenon of
emergence is rooted in the way evaluators interpret situations and can help them
identify how existing components in a system will combine to produce new
components, continually changing the composition of a system. Considering
emergence, impact evaluation needs then to explore change with the understanding
that there will always be imperfect control over policy expected or desired outcomes.
Evaluators need to assess those structures and processes through which people
interact, exchange information and interpret observations through those
interdependencies, which link agents within micro contexts to social groups and organizations acting within broader environments. Interdependencies highlight those very macro level factors, which influence individual learning unfolding at the local level.

Crucial then is the positionality of the evaluator, who is not objectively separate from the emergent change and its constituent parts. The evaluator is part of the system and has a relationship with both the context and the emergent change (Levers, 2013). The complexity-driven impact evaluation stems from a subjectively shared experience transforming the epistemological frame of all participants and stakeholders, who recognize that social change is un-predictable, unique, and situated (De Haan, 2006; Levers, 2013), and cannot be automatically scaled-up through replicated interventions.

**Contingency thinking in evaluation practice**

(Bob Williams)

The defining characteristic of evaluation is the judgement of value; often in terms of merit (an intrinsic context-free value), worth (a contextually determined, place-bound value) and significance (a value that is related to some norm or state of affairs)\(^2\) Many evaluators shorten this to ‘what works’. Indeed, there is even a ‘what works’ clearing house run by the US Department of Education (http://www.w-w-c.org/) that screens and identifies studies of the effectiveness of educational interventions. However in recent years the simplicity of the phrase has been criticised for being over-simplistic, ignoring the fact that what works in some circumstances does not in others. Although widely acknowledged, the criticism has been strongest from a branch of the evaluation field known as “Realist Evaluation” which has modified the phrase to variations of “what works for whom in which circumstances”\(^3\).

In effect this is evaluation’s version of the organisational approach known as contingency theory. Gareth Morgan (2006) describes this approach to managing organisations in the following way:

- Organizations are open systems that need careful management to satisfy and balance internal needs and to adapt to environmental circumstances
- There is no one best way of organizing. The appropriate form depends on the kind of task or environment one is dealing with.
- Management must be concerned, above all else, with achieving alignments and good fits
- Different types or species of organizations are needed in different types of environments

In evaluation, the ‘contingency’ point of view, essentially assumes that once we know and are able to categorise a situation then we can begin to predict or at least form intelligent guesses as to how worthwhile an intervention will be to intended beneficiaries. In situation X it will be a worthwhile intervention and in situation Y it will not. It also helps to identify what are often called ‘unintended’ or ‘unanticipated’ effects (cf. Morell, 2010)

---


\(^3\) [http://betterevaluation.org/approach/realist_evaluation] Accessed 14/3/16
But there are still many circumstances when evaluators are faced with the apparently unknown and unknowable, and existing evaluation approaches fail to accommodate them well. Consequently in recent years, many in the evaluation field have turned to the work of complexity theorists and practitioners Stacey, Glouberman, Snowden and especially Zimmerman, to address this aspect of their work. Glouberman and Zimmerman described situations and problems according to three categories: simple, complicated and complex (Glouberman and Zimmerman, 2004). These descriptors have been modified to suit evaluation’s particular needs and circumstances by a range of evaluators interested in the application of systems and complexity ideas in evaluation (e.g. Funnell and Rogers, 2011; Patton, 2010). Typically the categorisations look something like Table 1 prepared by Richard Hummelbrunner and Bob Williams (unpublished):
Table 1 Features of Contingency used for Evaluation
(adapted from original sources: Glouberman and Zimmerman (2004) and Patton (2011) by Hummelbrunner and Williams, unpublished)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Cause - effect</th>
<th>M&amp;E approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>high certainty and agreement</td>
<td>clear, predictable and controllable</td>
<td>validate best practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'known'</td>
<td>known right answer</td>
<td></td>
<td>summative evaluation with linear logic models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>best practice 'recipes'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complicated</td>
<td>some uncertainty and some disagreement</td>
<td>neither obvious nor predictable</td>
<td>validate effective practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'know-able'</td>
<td>good practices</td>
<td>depends on context</td>
<td>(m &amp; formative evaluation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requires analysis, coordination and expert knowledge</td>
<td>alternative routes</td>
<td>summative evaluation based on testable programme theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>high uncertainty and high disagreement</td>
<td>only evident in retrospect</td>
<td>document initial conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'unknow-able'</td>
<td>every situation is unique</td>
<td>depends on initial conditions</td>
<td>capture emerging patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requires observing relations and (behaviour) patterns</td>
<td>on-going, rapid feed-back,</td>
<td>on-going, rapid feed-back, 'developmental evaluation'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although this version of a contingency approach is usually related to the *subject* of the evaluation, it has influenced discussions on the appropriate application of evaluation methods in those situations. For simple aspects choose method x, for more complicated choose method Y. Evaluation methods tend to draw on and claim legitimacy from applied social science methodological traditions. Yet those methods are perceived to be strong for simple and complicated aspects of situations, but weak on complex aspects of situations. Its methodological traditions and client base tend to emphasise methods that do not handle complexity successfully. Adopting a contingency approach allows evaluators to maintain their traditional methods (and the traditions of validity that go with them), and apply less traditional, riskier methods only in those aspects of situations that display overtly complex behaviours.

However, contingency approaches are controversial in the systems and complexity fields. Some reject it outright; everything is complex (cf Mowles, 2014; Reynolds, 2015). The systems field has had its own battles with contingency. Jackson and Keys (1984) proposed a system of systems methodologies that allocated particular systems methods to specific characteristics of situations that also created much controversy (cf. Midgley, 2000).

While the anti-contingency argument may be ontologically correct, the success of so many evaluations based on ontological assumptions of complicadedness or simplicity still need explaining. I believe the contingency approach has its uses from an epistemological position (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003). Epistemologically we can view aspects of situations as if they were simple or complicated, even if they are...
ontologically complex. Yes things are complex but we can gain valuable insights by considering aspects of situations as if they were simple or merely complicated.

There are of course risks with this particular approach to contingency— the judgment call to frame the situation as complicated or simple may be inappropriate. It may mask potentially important contrasting viewpoints; perspectives that may turn out to be important sources of conflict. There are two further benefits of being able to use methods suitable for ‘complicated’ and ‘simple’ aspects of ontologically complex situations. One is essentially political; clients, donors, colleagues are more familiar with those methods and thus consider them more valid, thus the solutions although perhaps not ‘perfect’ (as much as any resolution to a complex situation can be perfect) are more acceptable. This is not trivial, I have had colleagues publicly criticise and refuse to be associated with a particular methodology designed to research complex aspects of situations. Ultimately we had to abandon that methodology in the face of criticisms over its validity. The other potential benefit of not regarding all situations as complex is that methodologies and methods designed to work in complex aspects of situations can be much more resource-intensive than those designed from a complicated and simple world view. If we can use such methods in at least part of our work in complex situations, then it leaves more left over for methodologies and methods associated with evaluating within complexity.

**Systems thinking for evaluation practice**
(Richard Hummelbrunner)

Connecting two broad fields – systems thinking and evaluation – can be challenging. During recent years, as interest in systems ideas grew within the evaluation field, attempts were made to provide points of entry for evaluators who neither have the time nor the interest to thoroughly explore the systems field before choosing an approach or method.

In compiling an anthology on “Systems Concepts in Evaluation” (Williams and Imam, 2007) practitioners who applied systems thinking to evaluation gathered to discuss the two fields with a remit towards articulating ’systemic evaluation’. They proposed that the application of systems thinking in evaluation should be characterized by the use of three concepts, which Midgley (2000) had identified in his analysis of three successive waves of historical development, each focussing on particular concepts of systems thinking:

- **Inter-relationships (1st Wave):** This is probably the most familiar systems concept, partly because it is also the oldest: how things are connected, by what, to what and with what consequence, stems from the earliest thinking about systems (e.g. cybernetics, systems dynamics).
- **Perspectives (2nd Wave):** Inter-relationships are not neutral but can be interpreted differently and methods were developed that helped explore the implications of different perspectives that could be taken on a situation (e.g. soft systems methodology).
- **Boundaries (3rd Wave):** Perspectives are not neutral either and the dominant perspective defines a system’s boundary, determining what is relevant and what is not, what is included and what lays outside. Approaches were
developed that explicitly focus on boundary issues like power or marginalization (e.g. critical systems thinking).

Taken together these three concepts constitute the essence of systems thinking and distinguish a systems approach from other ways for dealing with complexity. These concepts are not new to evaluation yet the systems field can offer specific contributions, for which a closer look at the specific methods or techniques is needed, that each of these concepts can be associated with. The concepts can also be used to identify questions that could be asked when thinking about a situation systemically and to frame evaluations in systemic terms by maintaining a threefold focus: **Understanding** inter-relationships, *engaging* with multiple perspectives and *reflecting* on boundary decisions.

When understood in this way, systems thinking is valid for many evaluation approaches and not confined to a particular niche. It can be braided with evaluative thinking in line with tendencies in the evaluation field towards ‘multi-methodology’; methods from the systems field can be used alongside other ‘traditional’ evaluation methods.

Most evaluators gain access to the wide field of systems thinking through a single gate; typically being familiar with only one systems approach and its associated methods. This bears the risk of only using a single approach or of taking a one-size fits all attitude by attempting to fit the situation at hand to a particular systems approach or method, rather than exploring the systems universe for something that might fit better. Bearing in mind the three basic system concepts helps evaluators to maintain a broader focus to safeguard against these risks, yet they may require additional guidance for choosing appropriate methods from the systems field (some guidance is for instance offered by Williams and Hummelbrunner, 2011).

Using systems as tools for evaluation can generate problems. Within the systems field, historically there are two ways of conceiving systems (Checkland and Poulter, 2006): either as entities (ontologies) or as heuristic devices (epistemologies). All systems methods can be located along a continuum between ontological and epistemological ideas. Ison (2010) has emphasized the potential for confusion between system as ‘thing’ and system as ‘process’, and cautions against using systems and situations interchangeably; in effect constraining the effectiveness of systems practice. He advises practitioners (and this would include evaluators engaging with systems thinking) to not start with systems but with situations - which might be understood as complex, confusing or wicked. Making a conscious choice of engaging in a systemic inquiry of this situation, requires avoiding the traps of confusing situations with systems.

Engaging in a systemic evaluation of a situation requires three orientations (Williams and Hummelbrunner, 2011):

1. **Reflectiveness**: being aware (and checking the validity) of assumptions, mental models and values - and how they affect what we see or hear. Evaluations should be conceived as reflective practice processes consisting of successive reflective loops.
2. Respect and trust self-organization: paying due attention to emergence and value differences from plans, as these can provide useful clues for improvements. Evaluations should look at the entire range of processes triggered and beyond original intentions.

3. Think–act–think circularity: enacting non-linear praxis rather than linearity: Since many interventions are still predominantly conceived in a ‘linear’ fashion, evaluations should transform them into ‘circular’ ones, i.e. structured as a system and linked in a recursive logic to the relevant operational context.

However, for many evaluators this notion of being systemic is perhaps the most difficult aspect of applying systems thinking in practice. One can learn about concepts and methods, but ‘being systemic’ confronts our ideas about expertise, values and certainty in ways that are often more emotional than cognitive. For instance, the three orientations mentioned above require coping with recursive evaluation designs or reviewing intentional designs - and make us uncomfortably aware of our (inevitable) leaning towards linear and mechanistic thinking. Some evaluators (and evaluation commissioners alike) are comfortable about these challenges and ambiguities whilst others are less comfortable.

**Attending to the marginalised in evaluation practice**

(Emily Gates)

A significant consideration when evaluating social policies and programs is determining whose or what interests an evaluation should serve (Greene, 1997, 2011; Schwandt, 2003). Critical systems heuristics (CSH)\(^4\) - a strand of critical systems thinking (Midgley, 2007; Ulrich, 2002a, 2002b; Ulrich, 2012), - can help those conducting evaluations to practically and morally address this challenge by facilitating processes through which an evaluation can attend to whose and what interests are and should be included, excluded, and marginalized in an evaluation. This facilitates reflection and discussion about potential unintended consequences (Williams, 2015) and contributes to high quality evaluations.

Determining whose or what interests (i.e. perspectives, values, worldviews) are and should be relevant (and not relevant) to an evaluation is challenging. Evaluators typically take one of two different orientations to addressing this challenge (Datta, 2011). One orientation is characterized by a “belief in the public interest or common good that transcends the diversity, a highest common denominator, and a role for evaluators as sources of unbiased, fair information relating to this interest” (ibid p. 279). This approach aspires for evaluators and evaluations to be politically unbiased and impartial. Another orientation contends that impartiality is not feasible, and, instead, argues for advancing particular values and interests in evaluation (ibid p. 273). This approach typically aspires for stakeholder participation and inclusion of diverse viewpoints and values in an evaluation, particularly, the voices and experiences of historically and contemporarily underrepresented and disenfranchised

\(^4\) CSH, as discussed here, can broadly be characterized as a critical strand of applied systems thinking that focuses on the normative core of professional practice (Ulrich, 2012) represented in the works of C. West Churchman (1968, 1971, 1979), Werner Ulrich (1983), Gerald Midgley (2000), and Martin Reynolds (Ulrich and Reynolds, 2010).
groups in society (Datta, 2011). A key difference between these two orientations is that the first espouses impartiality and the latter advances partiality towards particular views, values, and interests.

Critical systems heuristics takes a rather different orientation to the challenge of determining whose or what interests should be served by a social inquiry or intervention. CSH contends that any social inquiry or intervention (including an evaluation) is inevitably selective – considering some facts and values relevant – and partial – benefiting some groups and interests better than others (Ulrich and Reynolds, 2010). Addressing whose and what interests to privilege should be determined through a process that critically examines alternative options for inclusion while considering implications for who or what may be excluded and/or marginalized by these options. The aim is not for evaluators and evaluations to be impartial or partial towards particular interests; but, instead, to be critically partial – making transparent, questioning, and justifying the selectivity and partiality of an evaluation, and/or whose and what interests are included, excluded, and marginalized.

There are two processes evaluators can use to support critical partiality - boundary critique (BC) and critical systems heuristics (CSH)\(^5\). BC is a process of questioning, debating, and justifying boundaries – the assumptions, decisions, or judgments made about what empirical considerations (e.g., ‘factual’ judgments of observations, facts, information) and what normative considerations (e.g., value judgments of norms, perspectives, interests, worldviews) are relevant and not relevant. Critiquing boundaries involves surfacing implicit boundaries; examining potential practical, political, and ethical consequences; considering alternative boundaries; and ultimately making transparent and justifying the boundaries used while remaining open to contestation and revision (Ulrich, 2002a). CSH is a process for making boundaries explicit through constructing reference systems as ways of framing an intervention or evaluation. This involves answering a set of twelve questions\(^6\) in two modes: a normative mode regarding what “ought to be” and a descriptive mode regarding what “is” (Ulrich, 2002b; Ulrich and Reynolds, 2010).

By using BC and CSH in an evaluation, evaluators can engage in an explicit and systematic process of attending to inclusion, exclusion, and marginalization in an evaluation. Typically, this would involve critiquing boundaries and constructing a reference system of the policy, program, or initiative being evaluated (i.e. first-order intervention) and of the evaluation (i.e. second-order intervention). First and second-order use of BC and CSH both call attention to potential practical, political, and ethical consequences of the intervention and of the evaluation. While examining potential intended and unintended consequences of interventions might be typically part of an evaluation, CSH urges evaluators to also consider the evaluation as an intervention and to just as carefully examine potential consequences of an evaluation. Carrying out BC and CSH in an evaluation strengthens the credibility of an evaluation – by ensuring that multiple views and interests are considered; the defensibility of an

---


\(^6\) Questions address four sources of influence on an intervention or evaluation: 1) motivation (e.g. where does a sense of purposefulness and value come from?); 2) power (e.g. who is in control of what is going on and is needed for success?); 3) knowledge (e.g. what experience and expertise support the claim?); and 4) legitimacy (e.g. where does legitimacy lie?) (Ulrich and Reynolds, 2010).
evaluation – by making transparent and justifying the evidence, values, and boundaries on which an evaluation is based; and the legitimacy of an evaluation – by fostering awareness of and responsibility for potential consequences contributes to the legitimacy of an evaluation.

However, using BC and CSH in an evaluation poses several challenges for evaluators. One challenge comes from the way many evaluations are commissioned. Evaluators often work for specific evaluation commissioners under the requirements of a contract that limits the scope of work, and in short time frames with scarce resources. For political and logistical reasons, commissioners may initially resist (or even not hire) evaluators who consider multiple ways to frame a policy or program or ensure that the perspectives, interests, and worldviews of groups potentially negatively affected are considered. Another challenge has to do with the inherent contestability of boundaries, as groups with different worldviews, values, and interests may make and push for different boundaries in an evaluation. Evaluators may want to consider building space into an evaluation for those involved and affected to reflect on and deliberate about boundaries. A final broader challenge for the evaluation field is reconsidering the role and responsibilities of professional evaluators to incorporate a critically partial orientation. In CSH, dealing critically with boundaries and taking responsibility for decisions about who or what is excluded and marginalized is a core responsibility of all professionals (Ulrich, 2002a; 2002b).

**Summary: features of systemic evaluation**

(Martin Reynolds)

Three features of systemic evaluation might be discerned from the challenges noted by the four practicing evaluators above. The features are a development of more general features of systems thinking signalled by Hummelbrunner. They provide a counterplay to the three shortcomings of systematic linear input-output evaluation approaches referred to in the introduction. Each feature serves the challenge of encouraging the use of (small ‘e’) evaluation tools of systems thinking and complexity science for (big ‘E’) mainstream evaluation practice. The three features refer to: (i) the context of using STCS tools – developing ‘conversation’ between systems and reality (between bounded ‘values’ and unbounded ‘facts’); (ii) the users of STCS tools – developing responsibility of practitioners as reflexive agents of systemic change; and (iii) the usefulness of STCS tools – developing adaptability as part of innovativeness in evaluation practices.

Firstly, the context of possibly using STCS tools currently comprises real world interdependent issues of securing the implementation of sustainable development goals. Michael Patton has responded to the challenge of SDGs in rethinking the evaluand in terms of ‘the Blue Marble’ – the famous image of planet Earth taken in 1972, by the crew of Apollo 17 (Patton, 2016; [http://www.utilization-focusedevaluation.org/blue-marble-evaluators](http://www.utilization-focusedevaluation.org/blue-marble-evaluators)). The Blue Marble perspective means thinking globally, holistically, and systemically: in essence, thinking of the world and its peoples as the evaluand. This means thinking beyond national states. Patton notes that the image illustrates no human induced national borders, cultures, or races, and hence requires ‘global evaluators’ to bound their valuations. Blue Marble illustrates the long-serving systems adage that a system is merely a map of a situation or
territory, not to be confused with the actual territory. Blue Marble represents the
territory not the map. Systemic evaluation speaks not of just doing a map of the
territory to gain value judgements, but rather conversing between the systematic
‘doing’ of bounded maps and continually systemically ‘being’ aware of the realities.
Partitioning realities at the outset in terms of viewing them as simple, complicated or
complex through contingency thinking, is itself a bounded value judgement. As
Williams and Hummelbrunner note, there may be good practical reasons for making
such judgements in an evaluation, but such value judgements ought not to be confused
with judgements of fact. Complex and conflictual issues of emergence and
unpredictability highlighted by Mara, and unintended consequences and detrimental
effects highlighted by Gates, are real world constituents of all evaluands (situations
being evaluated); all part of the Blue Marble.

Second, users of STCS tools for systemic evaluation invite a particular sense of
responsibility or more precisely response-ability. As all four practitioners have
variously hinted, developing meaningful conversation amongst stakeholders in an
evaluand requires acknowledgement of the evaluator role as a partial change agent; a
political rather than some ‘objective’ impartial agent. Engaging with perspectives as
part of systemic evaluation may therefore require not only empathy in being able to
‘hear’ concerns, but also reflexivity in making transparent evaluators’ own partiality
and indeterminate effect on the evaluand as part of the evaluation. With the growth of
big ‘E’ evaluation, professional evaluation societies and bodies have correspondingly
grown in the past twenty years – particularly under the auspices of the American
Evaluation Association and the European Evaluation Society, alongside similar
international bodies covering Africa and South America. An increasing sense of
professional identity amongst evaluators provides a nexus of conversation between
big ‘E’ norms and practices and various small ‘e’ insights and initiatives arising from
different fields of practice. From a STCS perspective this would invoke an inevitable
fallibility of evaluators. As part of the ongoing conversation over whether evaluation
might be modelled as a profession rather than a trade, Thomas Schwandt (2015)
suggests that evaluators are engaged in a political as well as an ethical capacity.
Schwandt therefore suggest moving towards a ‘democratic’ as against ‘technical’

Finally, systemic evaluation might regard the usefulness of STCS tools beyond reified
notions of constituting a toolbox, ‘delivering’ on a contingency basis. STCS tools
might be regarded instead as a continually developing craft-skill set; a means for
adapting and customising existing practices –conventional evaluation practices as
well as practices associated with STCS - as part of innovative evaluation. Such craft
skills are captured by a metaphor used by Patton (2011 pp. 264–304) from the French
anthropologist Levi-Stauss in the 1960s; the art of a bricoleur. As Patton explains, this
is a travelling nineteenth-century rural craftsman in France skilled in using and
adapting tools at hand, but with, as well, a sense of inventiveness and creativity for
purposeful intervention – the art of bricolage (Reynolds, 2015 pp.80-81). Amongst the
four practitioners, Marra signals a feature of complexity thinking tools as being
positively less-well defined, Williams and Hummelbrunner comment on how systems
might be used as either ontological or epistemological devices, and Gates signals the
potential adaptability of one set of tools – critical systems heuristics and boundary
critique – for different professional practices. More generically the systems idea can
be used to depict ‘natural’ systems, human-made artefactual (purposive/ mechanistic)
systems, and human-enacted (purposeful/social) systems (see ‘A Delicate Balance’ this issue). Whilst evaluation is a human purposeful activity system, systemic evaluation might adopt and adapt variations of any system conceptualisations in order to make and develop appropriate value judgements.

Together the three features outlined here hint towards systemic evaluation as core to a reconfigured notion of what Patton refers to as developmental evaluation (Patton, 2011).
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